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tion Will Double Capacity
$1 Million Construction Includes Air Conditioning, Elevators

mnnF i iRRiKV SPACE AT EASTERN . . . This $1,000,000 addltio.i to .he John Crabbe Library w.ll be under construction in late spring.
^^^mlxSSS^^S^miM^f^fUatVmtol architect', drawing,. Both Structures will be fully air-conditioned
and the capacity "of the present library will be more than doubled.

Tucson Boys9 Chorus To Give
Community Concert Monday
The Tucson Arizona Boys'
Chorus will present the third Richmond-Eastern Community Concert
series Monday eevning at 8 p.m. in
Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Under the diretcion of Eduardo
Caso, the group will feature songs
of the Southwest which give their
concerts a distinctive American
flavor.
Unlike other boys' choirs recognized in the world today, the
Arizona boys go to the Tucson

SC Changes
Election Date
The election date for the officers
of th« Student Council was officially changed Thursday night to one
month prior to the annual SUSGA
(Southern
Universities Student
Government Association). The
move required approval of a formal amendment to the Constitution
of the Student Co'jncil.
In other action the council
agreed to post speed signs in appropriate places because former
Shes have disappeared. Students
have complained of being stopped
by the canipus.security force for
speeding, although the student bullatln states , that the speed limit
will be 20 M.P.H. whenever notices
are not available.
Members reported that campus
crosswalks are almost completely
obliterated by wear and that there
are too few of them. A committee
was appointed by the Council to
talk with administration concerning these problems.

Marine Team
To Visit Campus
A Marine Officer Selection Team
Will visit Eastern through next
week to interview undergraduates
interested In obtaining a commission in the U.S. Marine Corps upon graduation. The team, headed
by Captain Bruce M. MacLaren,
will be located in the Student
Union.
The Marine Corps offers five
basic Officer Training Programs;
four for male applicants and one
for women. Outstanding features
of the male programs are:
1. Freshman and sophomores
enrolled In the Platoon Leaders
Class attend six weeks of training
during two summer vacations at
Quantico, Virginia.
2. Juniors attend one continuous
twelve-week training course at
Quantico, Virginia.
3. Seniors and graduates attend
a ten week Officer Candidate
Course after graduation.
4. No drills, meetings, or other
military activities
during the
school year.
5. Pay received during training.
Additional information can be
obtained from the Marine team
during their visit.

Sweetheart Dance
Scheduled Feb. 15
Cwens and K.I.E., the sophomore
honor societies, will sponsor the
annual Sweetheart Dance on February 15. The dance will be held
from 8 until 12 p.m. In Walnut
Hall.
Music for the dance will be provided by the Pastels under the
direction of Arlie Noble.
The highlight of the evening will
be the crowning of the King of
Hearts.
UPPERCLAS8MEN ELECT
ROYALTY
The Junior and senior dames
will elect a Prom King and
Queen and attendants today
In an all day eidolon. Data
for the prom has not yet been
set.

Public Schools, which means that
all the work done at rehearsals
with their leader Is confined to
their spare time.
Ranging in ages from 8 to 15,
these boys forego many of the
pleasures enjoyed by ordinary
teenagers. No school work Is done
while on the road; but on their
return home, the boys make up,
for lost time with private tutors
made available by the superintendent of the Tucson Public School
System.
Instead of being selected from
national applicants, Caso picks his
boys locally. The important requisite for becoming a member of
the Chorus Is a desire to sing.
Founded In the fall of 1939 by
Eduardo Caso, an Englishman —
since
naturalized,
the
Boys'
Choius met with little success.
However, by 1950, the lame of the
organization had spread nationwide. The lads from the Southwest invaded the East for the first
time to appear at the Chicago
Fair on Arizona Day.
Personality Plays Part
Make up of well over 100

A four-story, air-conditioned addition to the John Grant Crabbe
Library that will more than double
its present capacity will be under
construction this spring at Eastern.
President Robert R. Martin said
that the
addition
will cost
$1,000,000 and will provide space
for 150,000 volumes to be added
to the present capacity of under
120,000. _
Tfio addition will provide for an
Increase of all library services,
better coordination of reader services, expanded audio-visual services and more facilities and classroom space for the library science
department.
Architects are Hartstem, Louis
and Henry, of Louisville. The additton is expected to be completed
by Sept. l, 1064, about 14 months
after construction begins.
The new 70-by-87-foot addition
Will necessitate renovation of the
old structure, to include air-conditioning, rearranging of existing

rooms and addition of an elevator.
The addition will contain 27,160
square feet of floor space and will
result in many outstanding features in the library. Each floor,
which will have 6,790 square feet
of floor space, Is designed for
160-pound dead load. Near the
side entrance will be located a
special entrance for handicapped
students to enter the building.
An elevator will be located in
stack rooms and will stop at each
of four stack levels. A mechanical book lift will also be located in
the stack rooms.
In the basement will be located
a receiving and mending room,
book stack areas, a materials center, a large audio-visual room,
listening booths, a large classroom,
a periodical room, toilets and
mechanical rooms.
New Main Floor Lobby
The main floor will have a spacious new lobby, a reference room
and a large reading room. The
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youngsters, the Chorus is divided
into three sections. Approximately 30 boys, chosen from the best
voices, make up the touring senior
chorus. Personality also plays an
Important factor in the selection.
Known as "The Ambassadors in
Levls," the boys have appeared on
the Ed Sullivan Show, "Wide, Wide Friday, February 15, 1963
World," The George Gobel Show,
and New York's Town Hall.
In the summer of 1955, Europe
beckoned. England,
Portugal,
Spain, France, Germany, and
Sweden loved the young "Cowboys," and they were a hit everywhere.
In May of 1960 they flew to
Australia via the 50th State, and
the European success story was
repeated, proving yet again that,
as U. 8. Ambassadors of Goodwill, the Arizona "Cowboys" are
hard to beat.
Appearing before a crowd of
60,000 in Soldiers' Field at the 33rd
Chlcagoland Music Festival in the
summer of 1962, the boys were
given an ovation and Invited back
to take i part In this music spectacular in the future.
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Interviews Set

For February

Interviews Posted

For Social Security

Blood Donors

Win $50 Prize

No. 17

Compete In Drama Meet

WHEN CATASTROPHE COMES . . . Col. Joe M.
Sanders, head of the Military Science department,
briefs Joyce Reynolds" and Larry Klrby on the new
defense preparations in case of thermonuclear or

natural disaster. Eastern is one of the first schools
In the state to make such preparations, which have
actually been in effect since November during the
Cuban crisis.
— Photo by Mike Coers

Col. Sanders Reveals Defense
Preparations For Atomic Attack
Col. Joe M. Sanders, Chairman i
of the Military Science Department, said Wednesday that each
student on campus will be afforded an area of ten square feet in
the event of a thrmonuclear attack.
Speaking In assembly, he continued by saying that Eastern's
Civil Defense plan "was thoughtfully composed with you (the students) in mind." A committee appointed by President Martin, according to Col. Sanders, initiated
the program on campus.
The organization for Civil Defense will be headed by President
Martin. Personnel will be handled
by Dean Ambrose, Liaison by Mr.
Vickers, Plans and Operations by
Dr. Henry Martin, and Supply by
Dean Powell.
Col. Sanders explained that
shelter areas have been marked
with exterior and interior stickers.
He stated that it is expected that
the Richmond area can expect an
advance warning of three to seven
hours. "Areas now marked," he
said, "will afford 100 times more
protection than if you were outside."
"The signal," he informed, "for
an alert will be a series of short
blasts from the campus whistle, u
steady pitch from the campus
cruiser siren, and announcements
over existing inter-con systems In
the dormitories and by word of
mouth."
His directions were "Proceed in
an orderly manner to your rooms
for the purpose of picking up bedding (blankets and pillows), warm
clothing, and additional personal
comfort items. Take cover and
stay there until notified of all
clear," he instructed.
Shelter Areas Listed
The tenative assignments of students in the event of an attack, as
outlined "by Col. Sanders, are as

40th Anniversary Year

Seventeen High Schools

Eastern To Choose
Best-Dressed Coed
for off campus occasions. Campus activities and off-campus interests are also important in
choosing the co-ed who will represent Eastern.
In a statement about the contest. Kathleen Aston Casey, Editdrin-Chief of Glamour, said, "It la
our hope to show that being welldressed and well-groomed is one
part of a young woman's education and one that she should learn
early In life. These attributes are
not a question of money or an
extensive wardrobe but rather the
development of good taste and an
intelligent Interest in one's appearance. Good
looks,
good
grooming and a good mind are all
goals for which any young woman
can reach."
Entries In Dorms
Any girl who is interested In the
contest is urged to fill out an entry
blank which will be found in each
of the girl's dormitories, or they
may be picked up in the Progress
Office. The applications must be
filled out and turned In at the
Progress Office by February 20th.
The applications will then be
Judged by the contest committee
who will select a group of semifinalists. The semi-finalists will
have a personal interview with
the committee and the finalist will
be chosen from this group.
The young woman who is chosen
Recruiters from organizations as Eastern's w|nner will compete
with
best-dressed winners from
listed below will visit the campus
(Continued on Page 6)
In February to interview seniors
and gradaute Btudents seeking full
time employment after graduation.
Interested students should cell at
the Placement Office immediately
to schedule Inter/lews.
February 15, The Kroger Company, Management Development
Program.
R. A. Tweedy. District Manager
February 18-22, U. S. Marine
the Lexington Social Security
Corps. Officer training Program, of
wiU be In Student Union Building Office will visit the college cammis next Thursday. While here,
between 9 and 3 each day.
will be located In the office of
February 19, Jefferson County he
Kerney M. Adams, Second
Schools, Louisville, Ky. Teachers. Mr.
Floor,
University Building. VisitFebruary 19, Roanoke County ing hours
will be from about 9:30
Schools, Salem, Virginia, Teachers. a.m. to 3 p.m.
Tweedy would
February 20, State Farm In- like to interviewMr.
or senior
surance Company, Management students who may Junior
be Interested in
Development Training Program.
employment
within
the
Social
February 26. Oak Ridge School
System, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Teach- Security Administration.
ere.
February 26,
Nlles
Public
Schools, Nlles, Michigan, Teachers.
February 26, Bourbon County
Schools, Paris Kentucky, Teachers.
February 28, Columbus Public
Schools, Columbus, Ohio, Teachers.
Lancaster House won the top
CAMPBELL PRESENTS
prize of tae for having contributRECITAL
ed the most donors at the Blood
William Campbell, a senior music
najor, presented an alto saxophone mobile drive last ..Wednesday.
The Stadium came m second
■edtal last night in the Foster
for a ISO prize, and Keith Hall
Music Building.
was third for ft*. Red Cross
Campbell, the son of Mr. and
workers listed a total of 116
Mrs. William Campbell of Indepenlence. Kentucky, is a member of donors and 163 pints of* blood
Eastern's marching and concert
given.
land.

story building wiU have 135,000
square feet of floor space and
completed date will be Sept. 1,
1964.
Also begun this spring will be
twin 12-story men's dormitories,
to house 720 students and costing
$2,850,000. They, also, will be airconditioned.
Ground will be broken for all the
new buildings this month. President Martin said. They all will be
ready for occupancy by the opening of the 1964-65 school year.
Scheduled for completion this
spring are a new six - story
women's dormitory, McGregor
Hall, to house 450 students, and a
five-story hall for 235 men, Earle
Combs Hall, $3 million Alumni
Coliseum,
an
eight-apartment
faculty housing unit, and the outdoor James E. Van Peursem Music.
Pavilion. Both new dormitories
will be air-conditioned and McGregor Hall will contain two
elevators.

OQR£SS

"Setting The Pace In

It's time again to choose Eastern's representative in the Glamour Magazine Seventh Annual
Contest to find the "Ten Best Dressed College Girls In America."
Eastern has again been Invited
by the magazine to help find these
ten outstanding young women, and
the Progress Is sponsoring the contest to select the "best dressed"
girl on the campus.
The judging standards used by
the magazine — and the ones the
committee will use to find Eastern's candidate — are 1. Good
figure, beautiful posture. 2. Clean,
shining, well-kept hair. 3. Good
grooming—not Just neat, but impeccable. 4. A deft hand with
make-up (enough to look pretty
but not overdone). 6. A clear understanding of her fashion type.
6. Imagination in managing a
clothes budget. 7. A workable
wardrobe plan. 8. Individuality in
her use of colors, accessories.
9. A suitable campus look (she's
in line with local customs). 10.
Appropriate — hot rah rah — look

upper level of the old building will
become a faculty study area with
the door opening Into stacks.
The third floor of the new building will contain a large study center and two large classrooms, and
the fourth floor will have an office and four large classrooms.
Architecture will match the existing Georgian architecture and
a new main entry from the west
side will have a classical stone
portico which will blend with the
style of the University Building,
located beside the liorary.
The Crabbe Library was constructed in 1923 at a cost of $67,700
and an addition was built in 1938.
which cost $93,813. The library
was named for John Grant Crabbe,
Eastern's second president.
Last week plans were announced
for a $2,900,000 classroom building
that will contain 61 classrooms for
the Graduate School and the department of Commerce and English. The air-conditioned, four-

follows: All married students In
Brockton will report to the Student
Union Building. Men students in
Mattox Hall will remain there.
Those in O'Donnell Hall (third and
fourth floors) will remain In
O'Donnell. O'Donnell
residents
(first and second floors) will go
to the Donovan Building.

Band ROTC

Men in Telford House will go to
the Gibson Building with Stadium
and Stateland reporting to the Library. All men In Lancaster
House and Martin, Keith, Miller,
Beckham, and McCreary Halls are
to be In Case Hall. Town students (non-resident) have a choice
of the Music Building or Sullivan,
Miller, or Beckham Halls.
All women students will report
(Continued on Page 6)

Seventeen Central Kentucky high
schools compete for superior ratings this week when Eastern hosts
the annual Regional High School
Drama Festival. The competition, which will involve some 100
students and their diretcors, will
take place next Friday and Saturday In Hiram Brock Auditorium.
The festival is under the management of D. J. Carty, Director
of In-Servlce Education, and Dr.
Edwin Hansen, Transylvania College, has been announced as the
adjudicator.
The 17 high schaohi will aarh
prenent a thirty-minute dram*.
Those receiving a superior rating
will advance to the State meet to
be held at the University of Kentucky in Lexington on March 8
and 9.
The festival is open to the public. Each day's activities will begin at 8:15 a.m.
High Schools and their directors,
include: Model High, Mary K.
Ingels; Mldway-Plnkerton. Mrs.
Stanley Gajdik; Georgetown, Mrs.
William Mills; Paris, Mrs. Thomas. Clly: Pine Knot. Nettle Belle
Perkins; Scott County. Jim Peyton
Versailles, Mrs. Nancy RussellTuttv; Franklin County, Donald M.
Henson, and Madison Central,
Caroline Moores.
Clark County, James Temple:
Bourbon County, Sarah Jane Wiley; Danville, Gary G. Eldridge;
Harrison County, Mrs. Hall Kinney; Lexington Catholic, Rev.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
Next week the Progress wHl
feature a special 16-page supplement reviewing the past two
years of Eastern's growth. The
supplement will Ira published in
connection with next week's
"Progress Day" on Wednesday.
Main attractions in the new addition will be highlights of the
building program and a panoramic view of college enrollment throughout the nation.

Irwin C. Walke; Henry Clay, Robert Shaw; Bryan Station, Russ
Mobley, and Lafayette High, Mrs.
Thelma Beeler.

Mardi Gras
Dance Is
Next Friday
Estnbllshlhg a new tradition at
Eastern, the Newman Club witt
sponsor the first Mardi Gras dance
next Friday.
Since the Eastern-Western home
game is usually scheduled around
Mardi Gras, the club intends to
sponsor the dance annually on the
nlpht preceding that game.
The dance, to be held In the
cafeteria, will be semi-formal, but
no corsages are necessary. Music
will be provided by The Temp
tashums of University of Kentucky
Jam session fame. Tickets purchased in advance are priced at
$2.50, and admissions price at the
door will be J2.75.
All clubs on campus have been
asked to sponsor queen candidates
for the event. The coronation of
the queen will be the highlight of
the dance.
Masks, horns, and confetti will
be provided for all.
Richmond merchants have been
asked to contribute gift certificates which will be given as door
prizes at the dance.

Progress Moves
Offices
The Progress has moved into new
3ffices at Room 5 in the basement
of the Administration Building.
Anyone wishing to contact the
Progress may do so by dialing 306.

Plans Trip
Band Company of Eastern's
R.O.T.C. Corps is tentatively planning to Join with an as yet undetermined
number of
similar
R.O.T.C. Band Companies from
throughout the nation In a championship marching and playing
competition.
The contest, conducted and sponsored by the National R.O.T.C.
Band Association, and Judged under American Legion National
Contest Rules, will be held on
April 19-20 at Camp Kilmer. New
Jersey. It will consist of two
main divisions of competition.
Drum and Bugle Corps and Band
Corps, with a trophy being awarded in each division, and a third
trophy being awarded to the' overall points winner of all entrants in
both divisions.
The scoring will be based upon
a possible total of one hundred
points, with about half of the points
awarded being based solely upon
musical ability and execution and
the other half on a combination of
appearance, music, and marching.
AcUvities in which entrants will
compete for points will include a
full-dress inspection, a marchlngand-maneuvering
phase
with
march music, and a concert music
phase.

EASTERN R. O T. C. COMMISSIONING EXERCISES ... Six Eastern graduates received commissions as second lieutenants in the U. S. Army in ceremonies at the end of the *£»*>»** •■™*
"to right: John W. Osbome. Ruesel Springs; James F. Parman, London; Gerald C. Osborne. Eubank;
James Barton. London; Paul E. Van Hoose, Stambaugh, and John E. Brown, Laconla. Indiana.
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Reck Seize Cuban Life...

.

An An&liri Anfcle . . .

■

.■_ii.

Castro's Claim Of Democracy Fizzles

Practiced By U.S. Colle&iws

The hunger started with land seizure - on May 17,
Ostensibly this called for every former tenant farmer
to have a minimum of 66 acres. But, said the Act, i
such land had to be developed by "agrarian coopera- VI
tives whenever possible."
Religion was attacked next. Castro's open break ,i
with Catholicism came after the Archbishop of Santiago
warned in May, 1960. thai "the enemy (communism i
is already within our gates!" Open warefare followed,
in form of attacks on churches by militiamen, looting
of precious 'elics. profaning of altars, finally arrests of
priests.
Education's turn was to come. In the fall of
1961 Cubans learned of a proposal to create Child
Centers for all children aged three to ten. They
would be allowed to see their parents twice weekly
until age ten, then be sent completely away from
parental reach. The proposal never became law.
possibly because of the public hysteria that followed
its disclosure.
But education felt the Castro imprint nonetheless.
Student councils were organized, led by communistindoctrinated teachers; Red propaganda lectures,
films, field trips- were fed steadily to impressionable
youngsters. Promiscuity was encouraged.
Any possible remaining claim that Castro might
have had for his revolution's integrity was wiped out
by the Kremlin's recent missile adventure In Cuba.
Eventually the Castro regime will go, but the
problems It created will remain. Dr. Jose Ignacio
Rasco, a distinguished Cuban exile, sums them up this
way in the Digest article:
"We know that our greatest struggle only begins
with the liberation of Cuba. We face enormous tasks
in rebuilding, and — perhaps the greatest task of allin rehabilitating a generation of young Cubans whose
minds have been perverted by Communist indoctrination.''
"How the Kremlin Took Cuba" will be published
in book form by Fariar, Straus and Company, Inc., /-A
In February.
<**

Despite Fidel Castro's initial claim that his Cuban
revolution was democratic. It was actually an organized
communist take-over from the very beginning. The
master plan for painting Cuba Red was handed to
Castro as early as 1988 while he was still hiding in the
Sierra Maestra.
These are among the documented disclosures of
a new book, "How the Kremlin Took Cuba." by
Reader's Digest editors James Monahan and Kenneth
Gilmore. It appears in the January issue of the
magazine. It is based on interview with hundreds of
Cuban exiles and underground opponents of Castro
who are still living within his police state.
Standing out as the most startling aspect of the
report is its revelation of the calculated nature of the
Red seizure of every aspect of Cuban life. From
religion to law, education to labor, journalism tn
business, infiltration of Cuba's institutions by trained
Communist agents was carefully planned and ruthlessly
executed.
Ix>n? before the rest of the world began to suspect
the real nature of Cuba's revolution, those closest to
Castro realized where his devotions lay. Gerardo
Abascal, an early Castro supporter recalls that on the
very night Fidrl came down from the hills to proclaim
victory, "he spurned those of us who had been part
of the revolutionary movement and spent most of his
time with the known Communists of Santiago-people
who had never done anything in the battle against the
Batista dictatorship."
Dr. Manuel Artime. one-time close Castro associate, recalls a 3ecret meeting of Cuba's top planning
council in 1959 at which Castro joked about spending
enormous amounts of money and making great economic blunders.
"Let's not worry about money, though." Castro
reportedly laughed. "When the treasury is empty, we
can always confiscate the money in the banks."
The .cynical leader added:
"Hunger will be the midwife attending the birth
of a socialist stale In Cuba!"

:

is and over 100 fraternities and
More than 225 American
sororities are enjbyin* the I
of proxy parenthood Under an
Uriusual across-the-seas adoption program
They ate amour the more than 600,000 Americans who are participants in the Foster Parents Plan, Inc. Since its befclnnlnfcs 25
years ago. this organization has rescued more than lOp.OOe children
in Europe and the Far East from hunger and hopelessness, according
tc 9 rept'tn In 'the- February Reader's Digest.
Under the Wan, foster parents pledge $18 a month to support s
child overseas. Direct and personal contact Is established between
"parents" and children. The Plan sends each foster parent a photograph and, personal, history of tils child; progress reports are sent at
regular intervals. Correspondence is also exchanged, with the Plan
providing two-way translation of letters.
in addition to college and university groups, other foster parents
have teamed up to provide the $i80-a-year support for a child.
Business groups and professional societies are among the proxy
parents. More than two dozen children have been adopted by prison
groups. Those who cannot afford full support may contribute to a
general fund.
Heartwarming success stories testify to the program's effectiveness. Nearly all "graduates" are good citizens; many have become successful professionals or skilled craftsmen.
Benefits of the program are as widespread for the foster parents
as for the children; Joy and satisfaction come In letters from children
who might be living in the streets If not for their foster parents. Some
parents make the overseas journey to meet their adoped children, and
a few have the joys of becoming "foster grandparents" when their
children marry and have children of their own.
The Plan always has a "waiting list" of more than 1000 children.
Its address is 362 Park Avenue. S., New York 10; N. Y.

On Campus

MttShnligan

(AuMor of "I Wat a Teen-of* Dwarf," "TKl Many
Lovtt of DobitGiUu," etc.)
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English Shouldn't Be Difficult
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A Legal Holiday

Mardi Gras Has Deep Meaning
By BRENDA OWENS
Feature Editor
Everyone loves parades, costume balls, and
pageantry. That is why Mardi Gras Is celebrated in
many sections of the United States. It is even a
legal holiday in Alabama, Florida, and parts of
Louisiana.
The most elaborate Mardi Gras celebration in
the U. S. is in New Orleans. It was introduced
there in 1827 by a group of young boys who had
witnessed the Paris celebration. Today it consist!
of a carnival season beginning in early January
and l)u ill Is up to a roaring climax on the Tuesday
before Ash Wednesday. Beginning eight days before Mardi Gras, there is at least one parade a day,
any of which would constitute a momentous event
in another community.
During the carnival season, masquerade balls
are sponsored by more than sixty New Orleans
clubs. Invitations are highly prized, for tickets are
neither easy to get, nor transferable. Formal dress
is obligatory, but the majority of guests seldom
dance. They sit in the balconies and watch the
tabelaux and dancing.
Numberless men, women annd children don
masks and fancy dress and wander about the
streets seeking merriment. Prominent persons are
impersonated and sometimes. burlesqued to the
delight of all.
And by whom is the season celebrated? Not by
New Orleans residents alone, for more than one
hundred thousand visitors descend on the city during the carnival season, particularly on Fat Tuesday — or as the French say, "Mardi Gras."
This is not a feast without reason. It may be
called the feast before the fast. Mardi Gras is the
Tuesday before Ash Wednesday, the first day of
Lent, Which Introduces a forty day fast period.
These forty days commemorate Christ's forty days
of fasting in the wilderness and they are observed

——

Brenda Owens, feature editor

by many Christians throughout the world. It was,
therefore, in preparation for this long period of
self denial that the romping and bolstrous celebration of Mardi Gras began.

Belles Lettres Ring
It has been said that there is
greater satisfaction than seeing one's
own
name . in rprint.
The same
may\ be
• i»
,
,
said Ot seeing Cine S own creative writing

By I8ABELLE BROWN
Progress Guest Writer
If you ask an Eastern student what subject gave
him most trouble during his freshman year, he
will be very likely to answer, "English".
This condition exists on many campuses, but
is slightly more acute at Eastern than at some
other schools, because the average percentile rank
on the English examination given at the beginning
of the freshman year falls below the national average.
This fact, however, does not mean that all
students have trouble with freshman English. Dr.
Presly M. Grise, head of the English department,
says, that 75 per cent of the students nave no
special difficulty with the subject.
"Nobody can say exactly why some students
don't succeed in their English classes — there are
only indications," he explains.
Dr. Grise and four other Eastern State College
teachers cite Inadequate training as an outstanding
factor in freshman failures. Mr*'Arthur J. Mangus
believes it ia very difficult to tell whether a student's problem comes from lack of ability and
training or Just the failure to use his ability.
Dr.
i'*. unae
Grise says
^«y» the
me lacs
lack of
oi writing expern
experience,
insufficient vocabulary, and limited reading ex-

e e e add
a v OT 8 8
ot belnR
in the bold black and white of a literary/ !!!l
" , to
, proper
J* t0 usage
° ofP the
.? ^""!!'
exposed
English *language

magazine.
Easter* has such a literary magazine
i.i.
. ,
. j . i
, ,i
Which gives interested Students the op-

is added to the list by Mr. Mangus.
... ™e studeni.witn .the P°°l English background
should realize he must work harder than the other
students to make up for the deficiency, Mr. Mangus

portunity
to be creative in the forms of.
l_
/ , . .

emp a 1

plays, Short Stories, poems, essays, and
any other form of writing. The name of
iL;, _-___:_« •„ p_||_. I _ii .
A •! •
Tnis magazine IS Belies Lettres, and It IS
published annually by the Canterbury
a i C.A. '
I l-i
• J.ub, fcastern s only literary organization.

S ' ".8,',

,

L

.. „ „

„

K
Exactly what
can he do? Mr. Mangus recommends that he go back and prepare himself by
ass
|
°<; ation with standard English.
He ean do Ulls bv
reading extensively, listening
purposefully to people who use correct English, and
usln
the
B
dictionary and other study aids. Another
teacher, Mr. Paul F. Janz, streses the point that a
*z

Entries in this magazine are limited to
Eastern students only, and the deadline
set for all contributions is March 15.
After that date, the magazine begins to
take form, and with a bit a determination, that formation could include any
What can a parent do if his child suffers from
creative Eastern studeni.
—R.W. juvenile
rheumatoid arthritis?

person learns to write through writing — steady
writing and rewriting.
In many cases, a student uses Inadequate training in English as an excuse for poor performance
when he is actually not doing his best Work, Mrs.
Dorothy Janz, former Engilsh 101 teacher, says.
If he can talk himself out of feeling inferior, he will
mate faster progress.
"Many students don't see the carry over between rules for mechanics and correct usage," Mrs.
Aimee Alexander believes. This is the case of the
student who knows the rules but falls to use them.
A lack of maturity, personal problems, poor
use of time, and irregular class attendance are
other reasons given by Mrs. Alexander for the
unsatisfactory work of many students.
She suggests that the student be more independent, budget his time, and make friends with
his dictionary.
Counseling Can Help
Counseling is another helpful device for a person
who has trouble with English, according to the
teachers Interviewed.
"The student must recognize the personal challenge of education," Mr. Janz insists. The student
needs to realize that the teacher wants to help him,
not to give him a bad grade.
The research paper poses a major problem for
many students. Mr. Janz says this problem often
arises because the student does not recognize that
he must start early, work continoualy, and stay hi
the library for long periods of time.
Mr. Janz also suggests that the student working
on a research paper should follow the rules for form
closely and use more than the minimum number
of sources.
"One year of freshman English cannot remedy
a lifetime habit," Mr. Mangus points out, adding
that making up for a deficiency in English is a
long, tedious task. But he and the other teachers
agree that through conscientious effort and help
from counselors, the student really can succeed.

Arthritis Cripples Children, Top

Minimum Makes Maximum

Teachers' Standards Going, Up
Frankfort, Feb.—Within two years 95 per cent
cent of the state's elementary teachers had deof Kentucky's public school teachers will have
grees. This year 78.6 per cent have degrees.
college degrees, the Department of Education has
During 1960, an elementary teacher needed only
estimated.
three years of college fcr receive an elementary
teaching certificate. Now a college degree is reA research bulletin published by the Division
quired.
of Teacher Education and Certification shows thai
86 per cent of the state's public school teachers
At the high school level the percentage of danow have degrees, an increase of 4 per cent over
gree teachers leveled off many years ago at 97 to 98
the 1961-62 school year.
per cent, for the degree standard has been in efSidney Slmandle, assistant director of the Divifect in this level since 1934. In fact, the report
sion of Teacher Education and author of the bulsays, one secondary teacher out of three has a mastletin, said the prediction of 95 per cent degree
er's degree or higher preparation.
teachers is based on the current trend, which has
been increasing rapidly since 1956.
Wendell P. Butler, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, said the higher standards of
preparation being attained by teachers Is a direct
result of the Minimum Foundation Program and
the salary Increase teachers received in 1960.
Butler said that during 1953-56 only 59 per cent
ot the public school teachers held degrees. When
the Foundation Program was fully financed by the
1956 Legislature the percentage began increasing
each year up to the present.
(ACP) - THE OCCIDENTAL, Occidental College, Los Angeles, California, has this to say In an
Salaries Are Essential
editorial on applause:
"This tremendous increase In the proportion of
The academic Mlssourian who Is persistently
professionally trained teachers is proof that qualified teachers are available for all schools In the
demanding to be shown is the life blood of any quest
for
knowledge.
state as long as adequate salaries are paid," Butler
declared.
The demand for adequate and,if possible, irHe said that Kentucky colleges and universities
refutable proof Is both the basis for intellectual adhave established a more rigorous screening process
vancement and the ideal manner In which decisions
for teacher candidates and that the preparation
in any field should be made.
programs now give more emphasis to scholarship
Tet we find here at Occidental a too-easy acin the subjects to be taught.
ceptance of authorities, of standard texts and of
The most significant gain In teacher preparation;
unimpeachable and unapproachable professors;
according to the study, Is in the elementary field*
a too-ready reception for unlistenable (but not unwhere a fate of 22 per cent in the number of
bearable) speakers, for supposed experts and for
teachers having- degrees has been made in the past
well-publicized but shoddy performances.
years. Tn 1959-60, the report said, 56.5 per
Most certainly, we are not calling for the end

A Sign Of Maturity

How can a physician combat the mental and
social scarring which are often agonizing by-products of this disease?
The answers to these questions come alive in
the work of a slim, brown-haired, kindly woman
physician, as she deals with her young patients, with
parents, and with the general public.
The physician is Dr. Jane Bdrges, director of
the Mareh of Dimes-financed Arthritis Special
Treatment Center at the Home for Crippled Children In Pittsburgh, Pa.
This is one of a rapidly expanding nationwide
network of special study and treatment centers
which are being supported by The National Foundation-March of Dimes to bring the best, most modem
medical care to victims of arthritis, birth defects
and polio.
Dr. Borges' findings are available to other
physicians throughout the country. Disseminating
new knowledge, as soon as it is proved worthwhile,
is an important part of The National Foundation's
fight against arthritis.
The heart of the success of Dr. Borges' treatment of children is summed up in her words:
"We study the child, not the laboratory report."
Symptoms Are Similar

<

Demand For Proof Is Advancement

^^_

of courtesy and magnanimity. We are rather hoping for the beginning of carefully-made appraisals
and responses responsibly proportioned.
When was the last time you applauded warmly
for what you thought was a wretched assembly?
Why did you do it? Afraid of compromising the
college's reputation? Nonsense! Part and parcel of
the reputation of a college is its'level of critical
acceptance, not only in the auditorium but In the
classroom as well.
If it is known to teacher and to student, t -u --'
and to resident that only quality is acceptah'e w ■
suggest that the chances are vastly improve ! ;::at
only quality will be offered. After all, we use this
system in selecting our officials and our friends,
and the professors use it to sift th*e "A's."

Hate me if yon will, but I must speak. We college types are
far too complacent. Sure, we've got plenty to p* proud oi
We've got atoiri smashers, we've goigraduate schoolg, we've got
pew peaks in scholarship, new higlis in academic honors. And yet,
in the mid-it of these tnumpta, we "have failed dismally to make
any "progress in solving the oldest anil most horrendous of all
campus problems: we've still got roommates.
To be sum, aO roommates are not baa. There is the welldocumented case of Hilquit Glebe, a student, at the Manhattan
College of Agriculture, majoring in curds and whey, who admitted publicly that he actually Kked his roommate—an odd
admission when you consider that this roommate, Mervia
Trunj by name, was fr&nkiy not too winsome a fellow. He
practiced his tympani in his room, he kept an alligator, and he
collected airplane tires.
But, on the other hand, Mervis bought two packs of Marlboro
Cigarettes every day and gave one of them to Hilquit and — I ask
yod—Who can stay mad at a man who gives you Marlboro
Cigarettes? Who, upon tasting that flavorful blend of Marlboro
tobaccos, upon drawing through that pure white Marlboro filter,
upon exulting in tins best of all possible cigarettes, Marlboro—
who, I say, can harden his heart against his neighbor? Certainly
St Hilquit. Certainly not I. Certainly not you, as you will find
en you scurry to your nearest tobacconist and buy a supply.
MarlboroB come in soft pack or Flip-Top Box. Tobacconists
come ia small, medium, and large.

But I digress. Roommates, I say, are still with us and I
fern they always wW be, so We better learn how to get along
wifli them. R ran be done, ybn know. T>ke, for instance, the
classic case of Dolly Pitcher and Molly Madison.
DoHy and Molly, roommates at a prominent Midwestern
girls' school (Vassarjhad a problem that seemed insoluble. Dolly
could Only study late at night, and Molly could hot stay awake
—-i Dine o'clock. If DbllyVept the lights on, the room was top
ht for Molly to sleep. If Molly turned the lights off, the
n Was too dark lot Dolly to study. What to dpi
Well sir, those two intelligent American kids found an answer. They got a miner's cap for DoHy! Thus, she had enough
light to study by, and still the room was lark ehdugh for
Molly to sleep.
It must be admitted, however, that this solution, ingenious
as it was, had some unexpected sequelae. Dolly got so enchanted with her miner's cap that she switched her major from
18th Century poetry to mining and metallurgy. Shortly after
graduation she bad what appeared to be a great stroke of luck:
while out prospecting, she discovered what Is without question
the world's largest feldspar mine. TMs might have made DoHy
very rich except that nobody, alas, ha* ye* discovered a use for
feHspar. Today Dolly, a broken woman, squeezes out a meagre
living making echoes for tourists in Mammoth Cave.
Nor has Moly fared oonsfreuously better. Once Dolly got
the miners halt, Molly was able to catch np on her long-lost
sleep. She woke after eight days, refreshed and vigorous—more
vigorous, alas, than she realized. It was the afternoon of the
annual Dean's tea. Molly stood in line with her classmates,
wafting to shake the Dean's hand. At last her turn came, and
MoUy, fun of strength and health, gave the Dean a firm handshake-so ffiin, wSted, that W five of the Dean's knuckka

By this. Dr. Borges means that the medical
symptoms of juvenile rheumatoid arthritis are qtrite
similar for each child — high-fever, swollen and
aching joints, rash, anemia and involement of body
organs. But the emotional reaction to these symptoms usually differs from child to child.
For instance, one six-year-old girl, after four
years of operations and other treatment, was unable
to adjust to school and playmates because of intermittent pain and the awareness that she was
the only youngster in her class wearing ft brace.
Her parents arranged, through the Allegheny
County Chapter of The National Foundation, to
admit her to Dr. Borges' center.
Here, the child was placed among other youngsters With similar problems and exposed to the
physical and social therapies of Dr. Borges' program. Six months later, she went back home, "a
different chUd—obedient—getting along happily with
brothers, sisters and playmates," according to her
grateful mother.
Trie Deah suwror k million dollars, and, of course, won. Today Molly, a broken woman, Is paying oil her debt by walking
Dr. Borges explains her success with this child:
"By treating the emotional and environmental
the Deah s cat every afternoon for ten cents an boor.
problems associated with juvenile rheumatoid
arthritis, not just the physical ones, we are often
able to change attitudes of despair to ones of cheerW, the maktrt of Marlboro and the tponaore of thlt column,
fulness and hope."
will not attempt to expertize about roommate: But we
Dr. Borges points out that she ia achieving no
wtU
tell wou about a great pocket or puna mate—Marlboro
medical miracle:
Cigarette*— Mne totmcco, fete Miter, Una company alwaga.
The Lab Reports
"The laboratory reports on these children, after
we have worked with them for a time, are still the
same. The disease Is still there." There is at
present no cure or preventive for juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. The best that physicians ean do is to
Member:
relieve pain and try to prevent deformity of the
Associated Collegiate Press Association
child'8 body.
Columbia Scholastic press Association
But this Important change has taken place, according to the woman doctor:
Kentucky
Press Association
"The individual Is not the same person we saw
in the beginning.''
Represented for national advertising by
Now. the child has been helped out of his shell
National Advertising Service, inc.
of pain and loneliness at the same time that his
medical needs have been dealt with. Now, the child
Published wwihlj throughout the school year, except for exknows that there are many other people like Mm
ta
In the world — that he Is not d«ferentr'"Now" •» *tlon period* and holidays, by the authority of the Board ot
the child can stop being a querulous invalid, and Student Publications at Western Kentucky State College, and under
concentrate on being an Inquisitive, and perhaps the general management of Don FWtner, Director Division of
mischievous1 youngster, Just like any other.
Publicity and Publications.
■-U know a child with juvenile rheumatoid
_
_
r :hv \- -.k_hls
thsir eounty
■*>*»**
•! «««sid
k his parents to coinmct
contact their
r^feSLE.
"^*Mm Class
*"""■ matter
"""^ at
"* the
™" Post
*» Offlce
wince In
u Richl
chapter of The National Foundation-March of »on«, fg" ?",W- . „ tl_ ^
„ „ M
W««««»P»y tor the Progress Is under the au^cttan of
Dimes. And.I if yon would like to hasp establish
more centers like Dr. Borges'. contribute to the SRh
*»*. George Lyon.
Anniverslty March of Dimes in January.
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VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
All type beauty service.
3IOWJryine_

KATIE'S BABY SHOP
'SPECIALTY" In Infanti & Beys and Girls
Othru H—Plus Jr. Misses'Maternity.

Phone — $23-4540
Welcome students and faculty to Richmond's
newest, most modem drug store.
We offer Hie most complete Kites in cesmeHcs,
notions, cigers and toboeeo, magazine., toiletries for
men and women, and of dregs and medications.
FREE DELIVERY.
^7H TJK3

STORE

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
30%-60Vo SAVINGS!
Mon.-Fri. —8:30 to 5:30
Sat. — 8:30 to 8:30
RICHMOND'S LARGEST SHOE STORE

featuring

c

AMPUS(JALENDAF

MONDAY. FEBRUARY 18 —
Women's Recreation Association
Little Gym
4 :00 p.m.
Progress Staff
Room S. Coalss Bldg.
4.-SO p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Blue Room
5:00 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club
Room 301, BUB.
6:00 p.m.
McCreary
County
Club
Room
16,
Roai-k
Bldg.
8:00 p.m.
Community Conceit • Tucson Boys Choir
8:00 p.m.
Brock Auditorium
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 —
Uttle Theater
Student Devotions
12:40 p.m.
Room 301. 8.U.B.
Junior Class Officers
5:00 p.m.
l.Hile Gym
Drum and Sandal
5:00 p.m.
Home Economics Club Room 17, Fitzgerald Bldg.
5:00 p.m.
Room 6, Coates Bldg.
Milestone Staff
5:30 p.m.
Collegiate Pentacle
Committee Room. Case Hall
8:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 30
Assembly Brock Auditorium
J0:00 a.m.
Speaker: Dr. Walter Hearn, Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Iowa State University
,,
"
0«~~.
«MA BUB.
BITS
Room 386,
4:00 p.m.
Cwens
Room 301 SUB.
Harlan County Club
5:00 p.m.
Uttle Theater
Sigma Tau Pi
5:00 p.m.
Uttle Theater
Student It.E.A.
6:00 p.m.
Room 301. BUB.
Kymu Club
6:00 p.m.
Room 107. Gibson Btdg.
Industrial Arts Club
7:00 p.m.
^ Room 21, Roar* BMf.
World Affairs Club
7:00 p
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21 —
Uttle Theater
Student Devotions
12:40 p.m.
Room A. Coates BMf.
Clay County Club
4 :00 p.m.
Uttle Gym
Women's Recreation Association
4:00 p.m.
Room 108, I.V.B.
DBF. Board
4:15 p.m.
Blue Room
D.S.F.
5:00 p.m.
Conference Room, Cammack
Kappa Pi
5:0Q p.m.
Room M0. su.
Wesley Foundation
8:00 p.m.
Room 100. Science Hall
Photo Club
8'SO p.m.
Room
38, Coates Btdg.
Church
of
Christ
Group
6:30 p.m.
Room 108, Univ Bldg.
«:S0 p.m.
Newman Club
Room 301, SUB.
Student Council
7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, FEBRUART 2t —
Cafeteria
8:08 p.m.
Newman Club Dance (Mardl Gras)
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23 —
6:06 p.m.
Basketball ■ Eastern and Western
Weaver Health Bldg.
Case House Council Dance Following Game
Burnam Hall

NAME BRAND SHOES
.it

i ■

RUBY'S BEAUTY SHOP
"WHERE HAIR STYLING
IS AN ART"
Permanents, Styling, Bleaching,
Tinting, Manicuring, and
Many Other Services.
Downtown

Ph. 623-4838

215 W. Main

Golden Rule Cafe
Homecooking
You Are Always Welcome
South Firstj^treet

BURD'S DRUG STORE
Welcomes E.K.S.C Students!
PRESCRIPTIONS
FOUNTAIN - LUNCHEONETTE
Free Delivery
7 A. M. to 8 P. M.

Casing The
Clubs

8NBA Takes Trip
Members of Berea's and Eastern's SNEA mat at Berea College
Wednesday. February 6.
The program included a short
business meeting; a talk by the
state SNEA historian, and a panel
discussion. The two panel members from Eastern were Janet
Flsk, a senior elementary education major; and Joyce Olexlo, a
senior commerce major.
The panel talked about "Elementary and Secondary education at
Eastern and Berea College." A
social hour was held after the

STOCKTON'S
DRUGS
Richmond, Ky.

Best Wishes
For The New
School Year!
"See Us for your
Drug Needs"

sizes 32 to 40

2_«3

At this price you* wwt «*i ejtjiful end we hare <mti#* and
(Mitel shades to go with each of your winter outfits—-see you Into
spring. Machine washable, ran sleeve, Owe iseaitr easier otyiaa.

Remember yoe ceo charge if e» Penoey's

CONNIE MUIUNS
Connie, a Math major from McRoberts, is the current Snowball
Queen. Her activities at Eastern
Include: ROTC Sponsor of Company A, a member of the KYMA
Club, the Photo Club, and the
Canterbury Club.

^V\>o3wd£aJ

masting.
Those from Eastern who journeyed to Berea were: twenty ctasb
members. Ifr. T. L. Arterberry.
and Mrs. Mamie Scott.
Florann Randolph was recently
.selected as the club's representative to the Mardi Gras Dance
New officers will be chosen in
the near future. All members are
urged to be present for this election. ,
Canterbury <-*** Toun' Russia
Bob Combs spoke to the Canterbury Club on Wednesday, February IS. He took the club on the
People Goodwill Tour of Russia
qs he showed slides of his trip to
the land of Lenin and Btaiin

By KI.I.K.N RICE
Do you think spring is coming?
Well it Is. sooner or later, and
Connie Mulllna is pictured in the
perfect sports outfit for the future
sunny weather. They are "Cracker Barrel Plaids and Beaten
Denim" from Thermo-Jac's Country Store. Advertised in the February issue of Seventeen Magazine, Elizabeth's is the place to go
to pick out the styles you want.
Madras type plaids aie again a
must to have in the college girl's
wardrobe, and Thermo-Jac's plaid
blouse comes in a navy or olive
combination. An
extra special
treat is that the plaid Is a dacron
and cotton blend which means
easy care and neat appearance.
The same blouse also comes In a
solid navy or loden.
"Beaten Denim" is a new soft
and comfortable 100 per cent cotton washable fabric which Is sensational in the denim wrap skirt
Connie is holding and In the "Blue
Pooh" Jamaica shorts that she is
wearing. The sorts are the ragged
but right Jamaica. Ripped to just
the right length, they are guaranteed not to fray any farther. The
prices - just right for a college
girl's purse - $6.88 for the skfrt
and S4.08 for the Jamaica shorts.
The "Country Cousin" which
Connie Is showing Is another member of the Country Store family.
It looks like a jumper and blouse,
but It is actually a one piece combination of the cotton plaid and
denim. Price - why only J10.88!
To complete the perfect sports
outfit, the accessories must be
properly chosen so that the overall appearance is one of A-l coordination. Shoes should be either
canvas ones or some type of moccasin for the proper look; jewelry
should be simple solid colored
bangle bracelets; and handbag
should either be a wicker basket
bag or a burlap and leather combination.
Whichever sports
outfit you
choose at Elizabeth's remember
everything you wear completes the
picture-Dress as a whole!

ROTC Announces New,
Flexible Organization

The R.O.T.C. has just announced
a new flexible organization for the
second semester. Changes have
been made from Carps Commander to Squad Leaders and it Is In
effect immediately. Following Is
the new chain of command:
Col. George Beckett
Brigade Commander
Presbyterian* Treat Telford
The Westminister Fellowship met Lt. Col. Rupert Stephens
Deputy Corps Commander
Sunday night at 6. In keeping with
XO
the emphasis on foreign missions Lt. Col. John Morris
51, 34
this month, Reverend E, U. Ovet-vlMaJ. David Rust
52, S3
cash discussed that topic, and Maj. John Parrlsh
Adjutant
showed a, filmstrip entitled, "A Capt. Benny Fugate
FIRST
BATTALION
Century of Missions."
Bn. Co.
This group will give a Valentine Lt. Col. Bob Nordheim
XO
Party for the young people at Tel- Maj. BUI Blount
81, 84
ford House on February 14, at Capt. Steve McMlllm
Capt. O'Brene Richardson 82, 38
4:80.
The First Presbyterian Church 8ECOND BATTALION
fa the setting for Westminister Lt. Col. John Hanlon
Fellowship meeting each Sunday Maj. Tom Henderson
Capt. William Richard
at 8 p.m.
Capt. Hugh Jenkins
BAND CO.
Oapt. Jerry Riches
2nd Lt. D Gatwood
A COMPANY

Capt. Dan McDonald
Co
2nd Lt. L- R Bllison
XO
B COMPANY
Capt. Joe Bngle
Co
1st Lt. Ray Welch
XO
C COMPANY
Capt. Hugh Jennings
Oo
1st Lt. Herbie Washbum
XO
D COMPANY
Capt. Hugh Crombie
CO
1st Lt. Bob Casey
XO
E COMPANY
Spt Jim Welch
CO
Lt. Gary "Tiddly" Gibson
F COMPANY
Capt. RUBS Mueller
Co
2nd Lt. J. A. Holland
XO
Any freshman or sophomores not
knowing their new position must
check on it immediately.

[

ACROSS FROM SPECK'S

PH. 423-1200

COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS
"For The Best Quality
In Dry Cleaning"
V^

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
ALTERATIONS — REWEAVtN*

109 N. 3rd

Phone 623-5271

PASQUALE'S
228 S. 2ND. STREET

PLATE LUNCHES.
PIZZA. SANDWICHES, SPAGHETTI
SAVE 10% ON MEAL TICKET

VISIT OUR NEW SALON
AND LET US CREATE A NEW HAIR STYLE
FOR YOU.

FASHION FLAIR

!

BEAUTY SALON
Phone 623-5777

Across from College Cleaners

GENE SHOP
SEE OUR
COMPLETE
DISPLAY
OF

SPRING
&

SUMMER
SPORTWEAR
College-Career
FASHIONS

1

NORTH 2ND
Next Door To The
Sweet Shop

Lincoln Route

Set For Ky.

NEEDY FRIENDS GET HELP
A plan for enabling American
families to "adopt" underprivileged children overseas has enlisted
more than 600,000 foster parents
so far. Foster Parents Plan, Inc.,
extends aid to children in povertystricken areas where few or no
social services are available, and
acts as a clearing-bouse for correspondence between those helped
and their foster parents.

A project to establish a highway
routing which will touch all significant sl^ea hi the life of President
Abraham Lincoln will be headed
by Charles Warnlck, director of
the Kentucky Department of Public Information's Tourist and Travel Division.
To be called The Uacoln Trail,
the route will use existing roads
and will connect Lincoln sites in
Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois.
"The Lincoln Trail will not attempt to follow exactly In the footsteps of the Lincoln family's miK.tions," Warnick said, "but will
de the motorist to all the imSrtant and Interesting places that
lyed a part in the great man's
Mfe."
He pointed out that tourists take
With enthusiasm to historic tours
and sight-seeing
routes. "The
Lincoln Trail will be a natural
tourist attraction which should
meet with outstanding success
through the three-state area,"
Warnlck declared.
The Kentucky tourist and travel
director will be chairman of the
committee planning the route.
Indiana and Illinois representatives
will serve on the committee.
Warnlck said the group hopes to
have the trail open by late spring
of this year. He said highway
markers bearing Lincoln's profile
will Identify the routing.

TELEVISION
CLEARANCE! COTTON
BROADCLOTH BLOUSES

/fad 'padUoHA

BY JUDY WOODS — Clubs Editor
Cadweas Cfc* Oeagregates
Dr. Stanford Jonas was guest
spanker at the last meeting of the
Caduceua Club, January 11, at
7:U p.m. His topic was "Thyroid
Physiology."
Dr. Jones gave a brief history of
previous research on the thyroid
and correlated it with his own
work in that field.
He emphasized the interesting
effect of various chemical compounds an the thyroid gland and
in particular the production of thyroxin.
His talk was illustrated with
graphs relating to his subject.
A question and answer session
n>llowed the program.
The Caduceus Club is composed
Of students interested in the allied
medical arts. Dr. Meredith Cox
is the sponsor.

Main Street,

IPRWWEVSI

"We Care For Your Hair"
DAVIS BEAUTY SALON

And

WHEN
DID HE HAVE
THAT PICTURE
TAKEN?
How do you want people
to see you? A* you are
... or as you were? You
owe it to your friends
and associates... to your
family... to have your
portrait taken
today.

RADIO REPAIR
WIDE SELECTION OF RADIOS. PHONOGRAPHS
AND TRANSISTORS

CLICKS RADIO AND T. V.

STANIFER'S
STUDIO
Main Street over
Jert & HaH She* Star.

I
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Eastern Faces Tennessee Tech's Eagles

Tankers' Record - Breaking Season

In Another Conference Must Contest

Is Giving Swimming A New Meaning
A new meaning is being given
to an old sport at Eastern, where
Donald Combs is building a collegiate swimming dynasty.
Thts unique sport is just beginning to catch fire in this section
of the nation, but it is not new in
Richmond, where the Maroons'
mermen have compiled outstanding records since Combs took the
coaching reins seven years ago.
Combs, son of ex-New York Yankee baseball slugger, Earle B.
Combs, has guided the Eastern
swim team to 40 victories in 67
outings. An intensive program
was started in 1957 when the former Maroon swimming ace tools
over the head post. Until that
time the Eels had been coached by
Interested students.
Eastern was the lone college in
the Ohio Valley Conference to field
a swim team until the 1960-61 season when Morehead began a swiming program. Morehead has never
beaten Combs' swimmers, giving
Eastern uncontested possession of
the mythical OVC swimming title. |
Have 8-2 Record
This season the Eels have compiled a 8-2 record In swimming
some of the outstanding teams in
the South. In a Southern tour last I
week, only strong Georgia Tech |
defeated the Maroons in a three- i
meet road stand in Atlanta. Victims of Eastern included Tulane
(60-36), and Emory (54-41). Tech
was a 87-38 victor over Eastern.
Without reservation Combs says,
"This is the best team I have
ever coached."
Combs is not just "talking
through his hat," for no less than
eight of a possible ten records
have been shattered by this Maroon team.
Petit and Slager Standout
Most prolific of the record
breakers are Gene Petit, Lexington, and Jerry Slager of Chicago,
both freshmen.
Petit, former Lexington Catholic
star, has erased,the old marks in
the 200-yard individual medley
with a time of 2:23.5, and the 100yard freestyle with a time of :55.
1. Petit, himself, established both
records earlier in the season.
Slager has set two individual
marks in the most difficult of all
swimming strokes, the butterfly
and breast strokes. His 2:35.2 performance in the 200-yard butterfly

Eels Nipped
By Vandy
Powerful Vandcrbllt University
handed the Eastern Eels their
second loss of the season Friday
night by the narrow margin of
48-46 in the Eastern pool.
In the course of the thrilling
meet Vandy set four new pool records while the Eels established
three new team marks.
Outstanding was the precision
diving of Dan Morris as he beat
his Commodore brother, Chuch, in
the 1 meter diving. John Warren;
Eastern freshman, also turned in
his best performance of the season to place second.
Eastern, after losing the 400 yard
medley relay and the 200 yard
freestyle, began to build up a 4128 lead only to have it taken away
In the final relay as Vandcrbilt's
strong freestylers broke the pool
record in 3:45.
Other pool records set by Vandy
were the 400 yard medley relay,
4:13.8. and the 200 yard freestyle
with a 2:06.4, and the 500 yard
freestyle in 5:15.5.
Eastern's Chuck Nordstrom captured the school record in the 200
yard freestyle with a time of
2:06.7. Phil Sanzone regained the
team record for the 500 yard freestyle with a 6:12.2. The- 400 yard
freestyle relay team broke the
school record with a 3:48.2, a time
fast enough to break the state record.
The members of the relay team
are Jim Mitchell, Richard Detzel,
Phil Stoffey and Gene Petit.

and 2:47.6 in the breast stroke, i freestyle and 50-yard freestyle.
both dui ing the Southern swing, Nordstrom has a 2:10.0 mark in
established n- w marks.
the 200 and Stoffev a 24.5 in the
Chuck Nordstrom and Phil Slof- 50.
fey, both of Chicago, have sel new
The other Individup' record
individual marks in the 200-yard
holder is John Vclter. Cincinnati,
team captain. A distance swimmer, Veuer broke the 500-yard
freestyle record with a 6:13.6 time
during the early part of the season.
The 400-yard medley relay team
of Nordstrom, Stoffey, Petit, and
Jakie Blackburn. Frankfort, surpassed the school mark with a
3:53.9 against the University of
Kentucky.
Eastern's diver Dan Morris,
Frankfort, has no record to break,
but is currently the Kentucky
state champ.
Combs considers swimming the
most strenuous sport in college
competition. "Since the individual
must adapt himself to the water
as well as air, the strain is tremendous," he said.
"There is no body contact in
swimming," he said, "but due to
the exertion necessary a swimmer
must be in top-notch physical con- j
dition to stay with the team."
Combs l.iml.s Forward
Combs eagerly looks forward to
next year when his freshman and
sophomore-dominated team will
move to the new Alumni Coliseum
pool. "The Coliseum natatorium
will give us the best facilities in
A FAMILIAR SIGHT . . . Ron Pickett lets the ball roll from his
the south," he said.
finger tips as he shoots his hook shot against Murray Saturday night.
Buill in a wing of the $3 million Racer
center Jim Jennings is making a futile attempt to defend the
athletic-physical education plant shot as Roger Namciu, 41, and Lee Lemos, 33, set for the rebound.
the pool will have glass observation windows below water level
to aid Combs in his coaching. An
outdoor pool, using the same £11—
teration system, will give Eastern
year-round swimming facilities.
"The new pool should double the
Senior center Ron Pickett has
interest
in
swimming
here, again been named Player of the
"Combs remarked, "and will en- Week, this time to recognize his
able us to get more of the good
swimmers, now in school here, on performance in the 91-88 loss to
the team."
Murray.
When asked about his schedule,
The 6-7 Frankfort native scored
GENE PETIT
which annually lists some of the 23 points and snared 12 rebounds
nation's top teams, Combs said. in the losing effort. Scoring most
'A Record Itrcakcr
"Wc do not schedule teams for
tile purpose of building an impres- of his points on a deadly hook shot
sive wnn-loss record, but for team and soft jumper he kept the Maadvancement and recognition."
roons in the running during the
The Eels do not have their sights early part of the tilt.
set low, having named their next
Pickett is the leading scorer pn
project winning the Kentucky
State
Swimming and
Diving the squad with a total of 239 points
Championship, held in the Union in 15 games for a 15.9 point per
game average. He is second in
College pool. March 8 and 9.
ResultB of meets to date are: lebounding to Jim Werk with an
Morehead, 72-23; UK Frosh, 54-41: , 8.7 recovery per outing mark.
Unin 72-22; Berea 71-24; Tulane I He is also second in field goal
60-35; Emory, 54-41, and Georgia accuracy having connected on 91
Tech, U8-57, Vandy, 48-4B and of 207 field goal attempts for a
43.9 mean.
U.K. 68-29.

Pickett Cited For Murray Game

RON PICKETT

Doug's Sports Beat
with Doug Whitlock
Progress Sports Editor

JURIES ARE COSTI.Y
Americans spend some 15 million workdays a year serving on
jnri' ... The annual cost of this
service to them and their employees is estimated at 300 million dollars. Jurors average ten days each
on duty.

DANNY MORKIS
'•State Diving Champ"

OPEN DAILY 'TIL

FOOD
MARKET
10 P.M.
BUTTON
HOLE
"Alterations of
All Types"
"Our Aim is to Please"
120 N. Second

M'lil\<; AND ITS SPORTS ARE ALMOST HERE
It may seem strange in view of the weather this week, but it
isn't long before Eastern's various spring sport teams will be taking
to the field.
Next month the influx of the spring schedule will begin along with
spring football practice following shortly.
During the spring months Eastern offers more to the sports
enthusiast than at any other time. Hardly a day will pass that one
of our teams will not be playing here.
The spring outlook is better this year than, perhaps, any other
tinle in Eastern's history.
Thrct Maroon teams should be serious contendeis for the OVC
crown in 'heir respective sports. Glenn Prcsnell's golfers, Don Daly's
trackstcrs, and Roy Davidson's tennis team, all made respectable
finishes in last year's meetings and should be improved squads.
The baseball team cannot improve upon its OVC championship
performance, but should have a better legular season.

EASTERN BARBER SHOP
"Your Type of Hair Cut
Is Our Specialty"
MR. BROWN & LONNIE NAPIER
ARE READY TO SERVE YOU!
NEW LOCATION!
NEXT DOOR TO A & P
EAST MAIN STREET

BOWLING
IS

Front Wheel
Alignment

SERVICE FOR —
COLLEGE CLASSES AND
INTRAMURAL LEAGUES!

To M-88AOV C Defeat
Murray's pressing Thoroughbreds tightened the knot of Ohio
Valley
Conference
elimination
around the Maroons Saturday night
with their fourth straight triumph
over Eastern 91-83.
The loss represents Eastern's
fourth OVC defeat, two games off
the pace of leading Morehead. A
Tennessee Tech upset of Morehead
the same evening helped to take
some of the sting out of the defeat, but still the Eagles must lose
another game before our Feb. 26
meeting.
Utilizing a full-court press from
the start of the ball game Murray
incessantly stole the ball from the
Maroons for wide-open layups.
The chief offenders were forwards
Al Varnas and Roger Namciu and
guard Scott Schlosser.
Jim Jennings, Murray pivotman,
again proved to be an unstopable
performer as he poured in 32
points, mostly in the second half,
and grabbed ten rebounds. His
Eastern opponent, Ron Pickett,
connected for 23 points and snared
12 recoveries.
Following Pickett in Eastern
scoring were Herman Smith with
20, Rupert Stephens with 18 and
Lee I.cmos with 15. Rounding out
Murray's point producers were
Varnas, Namciu, and Pendleton

with 28, 20, and 11 respectively.
After trailing by as much as 13
points, 83-70 with 7:28 left, the
Maroons began a slow comeback
on the scoring of Smith, Lemos
and Pickett.
A Russ Mueller foul shot with
3:10 remaining brought the Maroons within one at 87-86, but Jennings and Schlosser again put the
Racers out of reach.
Maroons Sound Statistically
Statistically, the Maroons had a
better than average night, but
their 45.7 percentage from the floor
was offset by Murray's 56.1. Eastern scored 37 field goals to the
visitors 32, but Murray was good
for 27 of 35 foul shots. Eastern
hit 14 of only 19 free throw attempts.
Regardless of the difference In
foul shooting, the difference in the
number of fouls was not very
great. Eastern
committed
22,
Murray 20, but a good portion of
the Racers' personals were of the
offensive variety* which warrant
no foul shot.
Eastern: Werk 3, Lemos 15,
Pickett 23, Stephens, 18, Smith 20.
Bradley 3, Tolan 4, and Mueller 2.
Murray: Schlosser 11, Jennings
32, Varnas 25, Pendleton 3, Namciu
20, Mahoney 0, Goheen 0, Hill 0,
Goebel 0.

not lead to a free throw.
When Tennessee Tech faces the
Maroons
Tomorrow night the
Golden Eagles will be out to
avenge an earlier loss in Cookeville which prevented them from
retaining the conference lead.
The Eagles are led by center
John Adams, currently the OVC'8
hottest field goal shooter with an
average of over 60 per cent, and
6-5 guard Tom Rychenor averaging 16.1 points per game.
Pickett Leads Scorers
Senior center Ron Pickett heads
a list of four Maroons averaging
more than ten points per game
with a 15.9 mean. Rupert Stephens senior guard, la second with
13.9, followed by senior forward
Jim Werk with 12.5 and sophomore
forward-guard" Lee Lemos with
10.3.
Werks leads Eastern rebounders
with 9.2 recoveries per outing, and
Pickett is second with 8.7. Lemos,
who has been improving both his
scoring and rebounding statistics
after almost recovering from a
knee injury, Is third with 6.4 snares
per game.
Stephens leads the team in field
goal accuracy wiUi a 48.4 mean
on 96 completions of 212 attempts,
and Werk, currently tenth In the
nation, leads the free throw shooters with a torrid 88.8 completion
percentage on 59 of 88.
Teamwise the Maroons are
averaging 40.9 per cent in field
goal firing, compared to the oppositions' hot 44.3. Saturday's
game brought the free throw average to 78.5, which might be good
enough to regain the nrtlonat
leadership from Tulane. Eastern
has outrebounded the foe 760 to
610, or 50.7 to 40.7 per game.
Probable starters for the Tech
game are: Jim Werk (6-6) and
Lee Lemos (6-4) at the forwards;
Rupert Stephens (6-1) and Herman Smith (6-2) at the guards and
6-7 Ron Pickett at center.
Larry Park's Eastern freshman
teamywill face Cumberland College in a 5:45 preliminary to the
8 p.m. varsity clash.

Schilling's
STANDARD
Service Station

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS

Phone
623-9944

Where your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
/
experience can give.

Richmond, Kentucky
3rd and Main

Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
240 S. SECOND
PHONE 623-1368

WE NOW HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF

SPRING SPORT SHIRTS

English
leather'

ALL SIZES AND COLORS!

KEN-CAR
ACROSS FROM KROGER'S

MOTORS
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced

... 0>«(Hft «M Of ALU-PURPOSE
lOTlON .n<f OEODORANT STICK

Tire Balancing

iKdtvidiMttft A I, t- PURPOSE
LOTION $J.OO *S.»0 *O.SO

OEOQGltAKT 8f»CK *«••

Across From Krofcers Cgr Phone 623-4010

"repairing a specialty"

Geo. H. West
Garage
North St.
Phone 623-2998
EASTERN STUDENTS!

Sporting Goods

15% OFF
Revereware
25% OFF
I

Plus Many
Other Good
Values!

OLDHAM
& POWELL
HARDWARE
West Main Street,

j

•a.oo piu.u«

And

EXCITING!

OPEN BOWLING — DAYS. NITES
AND WEEKENDS • FREE BUS

Murray "Presses" Eastern

i

AT

MAROON LANES

OVC tests.
A determined Murray full-court
press from the onset of the game
proved fatal to Eastern. Speedy
backcourt men Al Varnas and
Scott Schlosser made repeated
steals and scored on wide-open
layups to sustain the Murray lead.
Both Teams Hit Well
The Maroons had one of their
better nights from the floor, connecting on 37 of 81 attempts for a
45.7 per cent, but Murray hit 32
of 57, for a 68.1 percentage, largely
due to the crip shots.
Murray won the game at the
foul line, hitting 27 of 35, while
Eastern shot only 19 times for 14
connections. Strangely
enough,
the Maroons committed only two
more fouls than the Thoroughbreds, the Racer's having several
offensive fouls called, which do

PURKEY'S

Maroons In Position To Determine
Ohio Valley Conference Champ
While out of the list of serious contenders the Maroons still have
a mathemalieal chance of copping the Ohio Valley Conference crown.
bul what is far more likely is that they will have a big say in who
the loop champion is.
With games remaining witli Tennessee Tech, tomorrow, and Morehead, Feb. 26, Eastern will face the two top teams in the loop. Morehead leads with two losses, both to Tech, and the Golden Eagles trailclose behind with a trio of defeats.
Eastern could virtually knock Tech completely out of contention
tomorrow nieht, or drag Morehead down within hitting distance. The
possibility of gaining a share of the crown still rests of sweeping the
remainder of our games, thanks to Tech's second "upset" of Morehead, but now the Eagles must lose another game before we face them
here.
The biggest threat to Morehead 'ire the road trips to HJ-ist Tennessee and here, but we have it a little rougher playing Tech, Morebrad, and Western at home and Middle and East Tennessee on the
lead before ending conference play.
Witli so many games remaining, most schools have played Just
over half of tlieir^ircuit schedule, it stands to reason that the OVC
race will still develop some interesting complications, and maybe
the Maroons will be right in the middle.

Eastern's Maroons, still with a
mathematical chance for the Ohio
Valley Conference title, find themselves in another must situation
tomorrow night as they face the
invading Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles.
Eastern must beat Tech to keep
alive what title hopes it might
have, which hinge on Morehead
losing another conference tilt before their meeting Feb. 28, and to
stay in the running for second
place honors.
Last Saturday Tech pulled an
upset win over Morehead, while
Eastern fell to Murray 91-88, after
coming from 13 points behind midway of the second half.
The loss was Eastern's fourth in
loop play, compared to Morehead's two and Tech's three.
Murray has also dropped four

COLONEL DRIVE IN
HOME OF

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
(COL SANDERS RECIPE)
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH
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Thinclads Will

Men's Intramural Basketball

Compete In Mason

An4 Bowling Being Organized
By WADE K.VANs
Projrress Sport* Writer
Men's intramural sports in
basketball and bowling (or tin;
second semester are now being
organised.
Basketball will begin Wednesday.
All units desiring to enter basketsail teams must secure and complete the official entry blank by 4
P.M., Monday. Entry blanks may
he secured at the intramural office (Weaver Hlth. Bkig. SOS).
Teams will be assigned to leagues according to the experience of
the players. Teams consisting of
players who have not earned high
school letters will not be in the
same league with teams composed
of several lettermen.
A unit may enter two teams if
an adequate number of players are
available. A team must have »
minimum of eight players. There
Is no maximum number. If two
teams are entered, the "A" team
shall consist of the better players.
Tbe team members for any unit
must be individuals who have room
assignments within the area of the
dormitory set aside for that unit.
(See Intramural bulletin board in
Weaver Bldg. for unit organization.) All students living off campus must organize teams consisting of off-campus students. The
entering teams will be divided into

necessary numbers of leagues In
order to play a round robin schedule in each league.
Howling To Begin
Bowling will begin Monday, February 28, 1963. All units desiring
to enter a bowling team in the
second semester intramural leagues must bring their team rosters
to the intramural office before
noon Tuesday. Teams which bowled during the first semester and
who wish to continue bowling must
register again for the second semester.
Each team must have three regular bowlers and two alternates.
The teams will bowl one time
each week from 4:30 P.M. to •
P.M. oa either Monday or Tuesday
afternoons, whichever is preferred
by the team. The cost will be one
dollar tor three games, and transportation to and from the lanes
will be provided.
Trophies will be awarded to
league winners and to individuals
having high game, high series,
etc
All male students are urged to
participate in those sports.
For information concerning the
organisation of additional intramural sports, watch the bulletin
board in the Weaver Hit* Bldg.
and the tVogress.

Dixon Relays

FINANCE COMMISSIONERS . . . Governor
Bert ("units meets with the three Commissioners
of Finance during his administration. From left
are: Combs: Robert Matthews, ex-commissloner
who recently announced his candidacy for attorney

IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL

Specialize in Flat Tops
OpenS8 A.M. . 5:30 P.M.—Mon., Tues., Thursday
Closed" Wod—Open 8 A.M. - 4 P.M. Fri. and Sat.

KESSLER'S
(Richmond's Only Cut-Rate Jewelry)
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS.
Next to Begley's

Pan Oliver Wins Harvard

Main St.

By tONME MOORE
WRA Reporter
Pam Oliver of Case Hall won the
prized Harvard Gold Medal in the
women's singles championships in
the exciting Harvard Table Tennis
Tournament concluded this week.
Pam showed fine table tennis
technique as she drove through
five hard-fought preliminary matches before defeating her runner
up in the fast moving final matches. She
defeated
Marianthi
Coroaeau of Greece before breathless spectators.
Judy Short local tournament di-

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE
IN-CAR HEATERS!
OPEN SAT. & SUN.
— SATURDAY! —
Double Feature!
Movie Starts 7:15 P.M.

0umm

WELCOME!
New Students and Old Friends — See Our
Complete Stock!
PRESCRIPTIONS
J COSMETICS & TOILETRIES
J HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
V GIFTS
y SPORTING GOODS
J HOBBIES
y GAMES
y RECORDS

HINKLE
Ph. 628-3818
1

AFFECTION A NECESSITY
Scientists have learned that lack
of affection can cause physical
stunting and dwarfism in children.
One study showed that emotionally
starved children suffer a higher
number of deaths than did children who were given normal love
vector will present the Gc'd Medni and affection.
and Inscribed Tournament Award
Certificate to the winner at a
FARM INCOME GROWS
special award ceremony. Oliver's
income in Kentucky durname will be permanently record- ingFarm
1961 amounted to $667,832,000,
ed in Harvard's Book of Champ placing the state 23rd in the nation
ions. This book contains the namthis category, according to State
es of all winners in Harvard in
Agriculture Commissioner EmerTournaments held throughout the son Beauchamp.
nation.
Basketball and Volleyball
Girls! Come out for basketball
intraiaurals. Sign up at WRA for
lntramurals or see Selma Siekman
or Judy Short in room leu. Case
Hall.
Last
week
concluded
the
women's volleyball tourney. Volley Vitamins captained by Selma
Siekman won first place, runners
up were the Net Nuts in second
place and the Untouchables in
third.
Two Bowling Leagues
Last semester's bowling league
was so successful that another
league has been formed this semester. The league has been split
into two separate divisions, The
Bobbie Sox and the Powder Puff
ASHTON B. BURKE
Leagues.
U. OF KENTUCKY
Each league is composed of ten
teams and at the end of the season play the league leaders will
bowl each other for grand champion.
In the Bobbie Sox league, Karen
Brewster bowled a tremendous
207. Other statistics for this
league have not been figured.
Linda Keith bowled a 166 for
the high individual game in tbe
Power
Puff
League. Connie
Moore and Selma Siekman tied tori
second with 153.
Connie Moore had the high individual three game series with
432. Keith trailed with 421 and
.1 udy Short had a 420.
High team three game series
was led by the Three Magnificent*
with 1191 total pins. The Keglers
followed by 1148 and Odd Balls
third with 1122 pins.
The leading high team game was
bowled by the Keglers with a
483. Odd Balls were second with
422 and the Magnificents third with
IMPORTANT! If you
407.

TaWe Tennis Gold Medal

PREWITTS BARBER SHOP

y

general; David Prltchett, former chief engineer
with the Department of Finance who was appointed
the new commissioner, and Robert R. Martin, first
commissioner under Combs.

— SUNDAY! —
7:15 And 9:30 P.M.

DRUGS
"Service to the 31ck"

Ricr-mond, Ky.

KING
SOLOMONS MINES

I

COMING SOON:

CITY TAXI

"THE MATING URGE"
The Young Go Wild.

Eastern track coach Don Daly
announced this week that nine
members of his Maroon track
team will participate in the annual Mason Dixon Relays in Louisville'K Freedom Hall tomorrow.
Entered in three events, the contingent is composed of some of
the top returnees of last season's
squad, which placed second in the
Ohio Valley Conference, and promising freshmen.
Three of the runners will be
competing in ihe mile run. Larry.
Whalen, freshman. Charlie Shingledecker, soph, and Don Herring a
senior, will be the only Maroons
In individual competition.
The other two events the Eastern thinclads will be entered in
are the mile and two-mile relays.
The mile relay team is headed
by returning 220 ace Jack Jackson, a soplmmorc and freshmen
Miles Dawson, Dave Westfall and
Orson Oliver.
The two-mile team is composed
of Whalen. Harrlng, John Thomas,
senior, and Earl Price, freshman.
The relay consists of four- 880 yard
lega.
Tom Bannister, sophomore, will
be an alternate in the relay events, i
Eastern will windup Its indoor'
track season March 2 at the University of Kentucky meet in Memorial Coliseum. Daly will take |
his entire team to the U.K. meet- J
ing.
JoTH ANNIVERSARY
The National Foundation-March '
of Dimes, marking Its 2Bth an- '
nieraany of service to the Ameri- I
can people last month, now fi-1
nances researcn and patient aid <
programs in the areas of birth
defects, arthritis and polio.

FRESHMAN ci.Ass OFFICERS . . . Chosen as class officers and
sponsors are from left to right, row one: Patty Reld, secretary, and
Larry Ellis, treasurer, both of Frankfort. Row two: Dave Hill,
vice president. Franklin, Ohio; Miss Janet Hibbard, sponsor, and
Albert Allison, president. Harrodsburg.

Tempest Winners...Lap 1!
ROGER P. BLACKER
N.V.U.

JOHN N. BIERER
THE CITADEL

WILLIAM P. MARTZ
KENT STATE U.

Did you win in Lap 2?

NO LONGER SHIP SHAPE
United States merchant shipping, once among the world's
strongest business enterprises, is
in serious trouble. In I960 U. 8.
ships were carrying just over ten
percent of this nation's trade, a
substantial drop over previous fifteen years. While the world total
of active ships has risen in the
last iive years, U.S. ships have
dropped by nearly a fourth.
Many of the remaining ships are
obsolescent.

~~i

LAP 2...
inWINNINGI
IU NUMBERS!

hold any of the 10 winning
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Convertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse
of your license plate.
All claims for Tempests and Consolation Prizes
must be sent v,.i legisteied mail, postmarked by
February 23, 1963 and received by the judges no
!.i[f i than Febiuary 23 1963.

If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win a
4-speed Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See
official claiming rules on reverse of your license
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

Kentucky Cab

623-1400
24 Hr, Service

Send Your
CLOTHES

I

1. B981859
6 A304475
2. C002912
7. C518660
3. B638354 8. B350692
4. C426638 9. B151360
5. B291S97 10. B203340
CONSOLATION PRIZE NUMBERS I

1. A670436

Veterans Cab

LUCT LEE BASSETT
EMORY U.

2. C608361
3. A070773
4. A788848
5. A834018

6. C111668
7. Cl 62385
8. B418769
9. C684148
10. B018030

11. B869865
12. C203797
13 A039949
14. C899394
15. B834707

L'M GRAND PRIX 50
Sweepstakes for colleges only

More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public.

35 Tempests to go!

STATE BANK AND
TRUST CO.
Richmond, Kentifoby

MADISUN

"Figure On Banking With Us"
2 Convenient Ltxotions — Main St. end Big Hill Ave.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

LAUNDRY
Across From Bus Station

Get set for the next lap ... 15 more Tempests and 20
more Consolation Prizes! It's never been easier to win
... no essays, no jingles, no slogans. Just pick up an
entry blank where you buy your cigarettes. Enter now...
enter often. Any entry received by March 1st, can win
one of 35 Tempests still to got Of course, entries you've
already submitted are still in the running!
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win a Tempest you may
choose instead a thrilling expansepaid 2-week Holiday in Europe-tor
two) Plus $500 In cash!

Get with the winners...
far ahead In smoking satisfaction!
■■■ THB PONTIAC TIMPIIT AT YOUR NIARaY PONTIAC DEALERI

i-e«

I
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$10 Goes To
Winner Of
Essay Contest

MMCDI ORA8 QUEENS . . . These sixteen coeds will be candidates for Queen of the Mardi Graa next
week when the event is scheduled. They arc. first row: Cheryl Keeney, Freshman Class; Martha Singleton, OAK6; Judy Vickers, P.E.; Jean Wesley, Burnam Hall; Henrietta Scalf, Wesley Foundation;
Isabe'lle Brown. Clay County; Connie Mullins. Photo Club, and Betsy Stafford, Sophomore Class. Second
row: Janet Catlett, Home Ec; Florann Randolph, S.N.EA.; Wynne VanHouten, Episcopal Canterbury
Club; Mickey McClelland, KYMA; Lucy Nichols, Franklin County; Trusie McClanahan, W.R.A.; Dianne
Hendricks, E Club, and Brenda Botkins, Fayette County Club.

MORE MARDI C.RAS QUEENS . . These fourteen
next week. They are, first row: Bai bara Bunch,
Sgroi, Kappa PI; Nancy Woiks, Collegiate Pentacle;
Theatre, and Ruth Ann Erwin, Sigma Chi Mu.
nolds, Sigma Tau Pi: Sallie Stubb.s, Senior Class;
*nd Sandal; Linda Parsons, Harlan County Club, and

^€a&»
• ICHMOMD

•

KfNTUCKJ.

NOW THRU SAT!
3 Stories of the
Sexes!

"Boccaccio 70"
Sophia Loren
Anita Elcberg
Romy Schneider
SUN.—MON.—TUES.

"BELLY BUDD"
—

AND —

"Convicts 4"
Starts Wednesday!
Winner of 10
Academy Awards!

"WEST SIDE
STORY"

girls will also be competing for Queen of Mardl Gras
Music Club; Julie Rachford, World Affairs Club; Toni
Ruth Ann Jones, YWCA; Marda Dean Helton, Little
Second row: Arlene Calico, Milestone; Sharon ReyBeverly Martin, Biology Club; Judy Ogdcn, Drum
LaQuada Creech, Newman Club.

A ten-dollar first price and a
five-dollar second prize will go to
the winners of the Junior Division
Essay Contest, sponsored by the
Kentucky Philosophical Association.
Any undergraduate student attending a college or university in
the state of Kentucky Is eligible to
enter.
within the field of pholosophy, or
may concern the application of
phllorophical principles to some
other field. Manuscripts are not
to exceed 4000 words. Deadline
for the contest entries will be
March 1, 1963..
The two essays will be read before the Kentucky Philosophical
Association's Junior Division at the
group's spring meeting
Judges for the contest will be
Mr. Charles Breslin of the University of Louisville, Dr. Jude P.
Dougherty of Bellarmine College
and Dr. Warren E. Steinkraus of
Union College.
All entries should be submitted
to Dr. Jude P. Dougherty, Secretary, Kentucky Philosophical Association,
Bellarmine
College,
Louisville 5, Kentucky.
Manuscripts must be submitted
In duplicate, on 8 V x 11" white
paper, doubled spaced.

RICHMOND BUSINESS MACHINES
UNDERWOOD AGENCY
Typewriters—Adding Mac hines—Calculators
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
All Makes and Models • Used Machines
DIAL 623-4254

105 E. MAIN

An Night Contact:
H. RUSSELL BARCLAY, DIAL 623-4799

Ing order, protecting life and property, and controlling supplies and
would be responsible for malntainrationing.
No Close Target
"There is no targt". '.n the vicinity of Richmond," he stated. "If
you are worrying about the Blue
Grass Ordnance Depot, you can
Just forget aobut it." According
to Col. Sanders, the "munitions
are so stored that a blast would
do little damage."
Col. Sanders cited Cincinnati,
Louisville, and Paducah as areas
from which Eastern might receive
fallout. Fallout from "Louisville
and Paducah would most likely
come in our direction" because
of the westerly winds.
"Our main concern," he saW,
"is that of radiation." Of the
particles in radiation, gamma rays
and neutrons, as stated by Col.
Sunders, have penetrative power
and do damage to vital organs.
"Destruction In a thermonuclear
blast," stated Col. Sanders, "will
be. great and casualties will be
high." He related three types of
blasts: air bursts, over earth
surface; Burface bursts, at earth
surface; and sub-surface bursts,
below earth surface. He said that
the surface burst and sub-surface
bursts would result in the most
casualties.

Snowball Queen Crowns The Campus
By RONNIE WOLFE
Editor-in-Chief
Ever hear of a spaghetti-eating
Snowball Queen? Well, Eastern
has one in the person of one Connie
EUen Mullins. pert blonde junior
from McRoberts, Kentucky, who
is Eastern's Snowball Queen for
1963. However, Connie is quick to
assert that she loves to eat, whe-

ther it be spaghetti or any other
popular dish.
Eating isn't the only pastime for
this comely mathematics major.
Besides being Snowball Queen,
Connie Is presently an ROTC Sponsor being the girl chosen by the
boys of "A" Company. The Canterbury Club, KYMA Hub, and the
Photo Club also dominate part of

Eastern To Choose
Best-Dressed Coed

Col. Sanders Reveals Plans
Continued on Page 8)
to Bumam Hall. There will be
assigned supervisory personnel in
each shelter in whom absolute authority has been vested.
"Faculty and start,'• he continued, "will be assigned as individuals to shelters based on the
utilization ot their skills and services." "If individuals are not
assigned definite duties, they will
go to Biirnnm Hall."
He said that commuters and
Madison County residents living In
their own homes will have sufficient time to return home to seek
shelter with their families.
"Radiation decays rapidly after
two days," said Col. Sanders. He
stated that after the firsf two days
persons who must go out in work
parties may leave the shelters at
short periods during the day, increasing this time to a period of
eight hours each day. The maximum period planned for shelter
usage is expected to be two weeks.
"While in the shelters you will
have to forego certain conditions
and certain confinements," he
said. "There will be ample food
supplies, but it will have to be
rationed." Col. Sanders mentioned that the primary food would
be an all-purpose survival biscuit.
He said that the campus security
force and the Pershing Rifles

Comely Connie Reigns...

(Continued from Page One)
hundreds of colleges In the United
States and Canada for top honors
in the Glamour Contest.
Photographs of the winner taken
by the college photographer in a
campus outfit, a daytime off-campus outfit and a party dress and
the official entry form will be
sent to Clamour by March 4th for
the national judging. The magazine will select a group of aemlfinalists and from these the "Top
Ten" will be chosen. The rest of
the semi-finalists will be named
Honorable Mention winners.
The young women who are
named "Glamour's 1963 Ten Best
Dressed College Girls In America"
will be photographed in the spring
for the annual August Issue and
will be flown to New York via
American Airlines for a visit as
the guests of the magazine. The
Honorable Mention winners will be
featured In the fall issue of Glamour.
So "It Could Be You." Fill in
an application for today and remember these dates;
Wed. Feb. 20 — Last day to return entry form to Progress Office.
Frl. Feb. 22 through Mon. Feb.
28 — Interviews with semi-finalists.
Mon. Feb. 25 — Winner of the
Eastern contest announced.

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT

her spare moments.
Such beauty titles as "Snowball
Queen" are nothing new for this
lovely coed. This year she was a
finalist in the Miss Eastern Contest, and last year she was first
runner-up in the Snowball Queen
court, and a member of the Homecoming queen candidates.
Connie, the youngest of four
•-'•''•''•en of V> an'' • rs. Roy E
Mullins, actually planned to come
to Eastern while she was still In
grade school. "While I was In the
sixth grade," she said, "I visited
the Eastern campus and met Dr.
O'Donnell. I walked around the
campus and everyone was so very
friendly that I decided right then
that this was where I would go to
college. So far,. I have not regretted my decision." .
"A Little Shock"
As for the honor of being this
year's Snowball Queen, Connie
says. "I don't think it has soaked
in yet. I don't feel any different
than I did before. It is a great
honor and it was more than Just
a little shock."
When asked about the opposite
■ex, Connie replied with a twinkle," I'm certainly not against
them. In fact, I think they're rather nice." However, she does
have her own idea of what the
Ideal man should be although she
admits that for her, "he has not
yet come along."
"I think the ideal man should
know what he wants, and he should
he ambitious enough not to settle
for anything less than what he's
aiming for in life. Along with
this, I think he should have a religion which means something to
him."
Besides looking for this ideal

man, Connie has two hobbies which
occupy moat of her time. As she
states it, "At home there's not
much to do except go up on the
hill and shoot. I have my own
22 rifle and I enjoy target practicing In my spare time at home."
Besides this, Connie lists swimming as her favorite form of recreation. "When I am at home,
I do a great deal of swimming,"
she says, "but at school, I enjoy
dancing or taking long walks the
moat. '
Enjoys Movies
As if these hobbles didn't keep
her active enough, Connie also enJoys movies. Paul Newman and
Yul Brynner head the list of her
favorite actors while Debbie Reynolds rates number one on the female aide.
The future? Connie definitely
haa plans for what she'd like to
do, providing that ideal man comes
along. "I have one dream," she
saya, "and that is to be a good
teacher and try my best to spread
what little knowledge I can. I am
working now to fulfill this dream.
After I graduate, I hope to find a
good school system where I can
gain some experience. After that
I hope to settle down In some good
system to teach."
This la Connie Mullins, a combination of beauty and intelligence
interlocked with wit and charm.
Her majors attest her ambition
and her attitudes reflect her character. She kills the old adage of
dlzxy blondes and enforces the Idea
that comeliness and intelligence
can come in the same package.
She has set a high- standard for
her title, the type of standard that
will make Eastern great.

KUNKEL'S Service Station
TIME OUT TO SMILE . . . Connie Mullins, 1963 Snowball Queen,
smiles for the Progress photographer between classes. Versatile
Connie was a member of the 1962 Snowball court before being selected
to reign this year. She is a junior from McRoberts, Kentucky.
FOUR PRESIDENTS AGREE
Question: What was one thing
which Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Harry S. Truman, Dwight D.
Elsenhower and John F. Kennedy
agree upon?
Answer: The March of Dimes.
All four Presidents met March of
Dimes children and praised The
National Foundation for its accomplishments.
A STITCH IN TIME
If you're involved in a personalinjury action, chances are it will
take at least 14 months from the
time of the accident until the case
reaches court. Because memory
is fallible, you should write a
memo to yourself about details of
the accident as soon as possible
fo"owlng its occurrence. The memo
will serve as an effective memory-Jogger when you are called as
a witness.
FIRST POST OFFICE lll'll.'l'
The first post office west of the
Allegheny Mountains was established at Danville. Ky., in 1792.
The old log building still stands.

YOUR GUIDE
TO

Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable Prices

BETTER TV

Main St., across from Courthouse

RADIO SERVICE

AND

MARCH OF DIMES
SPENDS SS8H,500,000
During the past 25 years, The
National
Foundation-March
of
Dimes has spent $385,500,000 for a
medical care program to assist
patients afflicted with birth defects, arthritis and polio. Join the
1963 March of Dimes.
Did you know 'hat both the Salk
and the Sabin polio vaccines were
developed solely with March of
Dimes funds? Join the 25th Annlvesary March of Dimes in January and fight crippling birth defects, arthritis and polio.

1210 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
"School and Office Supplies"
South Third Street

Richmond, Ky.

Phone 623-4365

Four different ways to make going
more fun than getting there
You car. see why one of America's will make you think that ice and snow
favorite outdoor sports is driving are kid stuff; and for pure adventure,
Chevrolets, with four entirely different America's only sports car, Corvette—
kinds of cars to choose from. There's now in two all-new versions with looks
the Jet-smooth Chevrolet, about as luxu- that can stop traffic like a rush-hour
rious as you can go without going over- blizzard. Picked your favorite already?
The next thing is to take
board in price; the low-cost
the wheel at your Chevrolet;
Chevy II, a good-looking car
CHEVROLET
dealer's. If that doesn't have
that would send any family
you thinking of places to
packing; another family
, go, maybe you'd rather just
favorite, the sporty Corvair, „
•whose rear-engine traction Keeps Going Great have a ball around town!

Kmicls TELEVISION

LANTER MOTOR COMPANY
218 WEST IRVINE ST.
Just Around the Corner from Court House
SPECIALIST IN MOTOR TUNEUP, CARBURETOR
AND IGNITION WORK, ALSO
TRANSMISSION AND GENERAL REPAIR.

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
South 2nd Street

JET-SM00TH CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT COUPE

"On Your Way to Town"

"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"
DIAL 623-4434

Regular $24.95

8 TRANSISTER

Leather Tote Realtone

RADIO $ 18.88
GET YOURS TODAY AT

( gjyfey'4 ^
WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
2nd & Main
Richmond. Ky.

Madison Notional Bank
Richmond, Ky.
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

SALE!

—

CHEVY II NOVA 400 SPORT COUPE
MArNSTRHET
MHWSOX
HIGH SCHtcL

SALE!

NYLON JACKETS - were $6.50
SALE PRICE — $4.25

CORVAIR M0NZA CLUB COUPE

S ASTERN
KY. STATE

SKI CAPS & EAR MUFFS
Vi PRICE!

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

COU.ESB

KIRK'S TV &
RADIO SERVICE
422 N. 2nd.

—

'■■flSfci

CORVETTE STING RAY SPORT COUPE

Dial 823-1540

Park Free While Tea Shop!

■Wow—Bonanza Buys on four entirely different kimds of ears at your Chevrolet deaUr't \

